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Ladies’ Handbags



B-SUPREME
TM BLACK

VANILLA

TAUPE MESH

PLUM

LIGHT BLUE

BUSINESS BACKPACK  15.6” SP 
56D*104

BUSINESS BACKPACK 14.1” 
56D*003

BUSINESS BACKPACK 14.1” SP 
56D*103

DAILY BACKPACK 10.1”
56D*001
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The backpack mania doesn´t 
stop at the ladies’ world and 
the B-Supreme line is the 
perfect answer to this new 
trend. 
These modern styles are 
created in two different 
materials that fit every 
occasion! 
The line has a perfect 
organization for each need 
and four styles: two for the 
business world, one for 
traveling and one for the daily 
use.
It's time for backpacks! 
Hands up! 



MAJORIS
TM BLACK

TAUPE

YELLOW

NAVY

TAUPE MESH

BACKPACK 10.1”
55D*007

SHOPPING BAG 10.1”
55D*006

CROSSOVER TABLET 9.7”
55D*001

CROSSOVER TABLET 9.7” SP
55D*101
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This new line is synonymous of 
design and handy, perfect 
combination of our time: unique 
colours, shapes and models. In this 
line some styles are available in a 
special mesh material that makes it 
even more precious. 
The Samsonite lettering logo is 
surrounded by a silver frame on the 
front of the bag. 
For an urban trendy women!



CITY AIR
TM

SHOULDER BAG S
22D*003

BOSTON BAG

22D*007

TOTE BAG IPAD
22D*006

SHOPPING BAG II TABLET 9.7”
22D*016

CLUTCH 2ZIP TABLET 9.7” 
22D*013
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BLACK

WARM GREY

YELLOW

PLUM

LIGHT BLUE

DARK BLUE

Following the success of this line in 
FW15, we propose it in SS16 with new 
styles and renovate seasonal colors. 
You can find embossed the Samsonite 
lettering logo and pullers, tone on tone 
or in contrast with the bodycolor of the 
bag, creating an attractive combination. 
Inside the bag there is an elegance label 
in PU, matching the accessories of the 
bag.
A fashionable must have! 



MOVE
TM

 LTH

SHOPPING BAG
53D*007

BAILHANDLE 14.1”
53D*006

SHOULDER BAG S
53D*003

CROSSOVER M TABLET 9.7”
53D*002

BACKPACK
53D*008
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BLACK

MILK

LIGHT COGNAC

DARK ORANGE

The success of Move line has been 
modified in leather, keeping all the 
benefits of the Move handbags but 
with an elegance touch. 
The multi-pocket concept allows you 
to organize your belonging in a 
number of ways. 
The Samsonite lettering logo 
embossed on the body of the bag 
and tone on tone zipper pullers 
characterize the line.
A perfect combination of utility 
and style.



URBAN SIDE
TM

SHOULDER BAG 13.3”
54D*003

SHOPPING BAG 14.1”
54D*004

BACKPACK 13.3”
54D*007

BAILHANDLE 15.6”
54D*006
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BLACK

TAUPE

BORDEAUX

DARK BLUE

A new business line that suits perfect 
for your everyday outfit. All models 
are with an internal business 
organization and have a protection 
for tablet and laptop. 
Lovely flaps, tone on tone or in 
contrast with the body color of the 
bag characterize the line.
For an urban but business style!



MOVE
TM

POCHETTE M TABLET 9.7”
5H3*058

HORIZONTAL BAG L
5H3*021

BACKPACK
5H3*024

HORIZONTAL SHOULDER BAG 
WITH FLAP

5H3*031

BACKPACK S

5H3*056

SHOPPING BAG TABLET 9.7”
5H3*060
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BLACK

MILK LIGHT BLUE

TAUPE

YELLOW

ORANGE DARK BLUE

Move continues to be our best-selling line and 
it is easy to see why.
This extremely practical bag can be easily 
flattened, making it ideal for transporting inside 
other luggage. 
The multi-pocket concept allows you to 
organize your belongings in a number of ways. 
Inside the bag, you can find an elegance label 
matching the same material and color of the 
bag.
The unique irresistible Samsonite line that is 
now available in new summer colors!



MOVE SUMMER
TM

BACKPACK
57D*005

BACKPACK M
96V*015

SHOULDER BAG M 
57D*004

SHOULDER BAG M
96V*005

HOBO BAG S
96V*009

CROSSOVER S TABLET 9.7”
57D*001
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NATURAL

CITY ROAD
TM

ORANGE

BLACK

MILK

ECRU NAVY

Special edition of our best-selling 
line, Move with a happy and fresh 
touch. 
The play of colors works with the 
neutral but modern texture of the 
fabric and creates a lovely line.
It’s the must-have accessory for 
a colorful summertime!

A new variation of the practical 
concept typical of the Samsonite 
handbags, modern and fresh with an 
eye-catching design, now in new 
colors for the spring summer season!
The multi-pocket concept has been 
applied to flat and jeans shaped 
pockets with stylish details.
You can find a fascinating label 
matching the same material and color 
of the bag.
Fresh young style!
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